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Abstract: If we're standing on the shoulders of the 
giants then it could mean that either we have to seek 
alternative to blindfold nature in making our disco-
veries or we still have to proceed with the accepted 

norms also the former certainly means violations. 
Notes, explanations, logics and principles being the 
discoverable and indiscoverable of physical laws are 
interpreted and analyzed here. 
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Discussions and Methodologies: 
 
 

[1st. Topics of Interest] Anthropic Principle: Universe makes sense to them who are 
aware of her existence 

 
[2nd. Topics of Interest] Pushing the boundaries: Complexity of physical laws in unifica-

tion 
 

[3rd. Topics of Interest] Abstract and no reliance on experiments: Mathematics leads 
the way 

 
[4th. Topics of Interest] Scales and invariance: General relativity and quantum theory 

 
[5th. Topics of Interest] Enigma of Higher dimensions: Being pervasive is being leaking 

 
[6th. Topics of Interest] Mathematical garbage or mathematical beauty: The quest for 

learning what humans are not meant too 
 

[7th. Topics of Interest] Causality and dependability: Orthodox rules the world and it's 
not always good though 

 
[8th. Topics of Interest] Blindfolding the nature: Seeking alternatively with experiments 

from past and theories of present 
 

[9th. Topics of Interest] Sagan-Kardashev scales: P vs. NP - Will artificial intelligence 
answer our questions 

 
[10th. Topics of Interest] Relativistic notions: The thrust of learning and hunger for 

knowledge 
 

[11th. Topics of Interest] Decisions, conclusions and summaries: To know is to know as 
a conjecture not as a proof 
 

[12th. Topics of Interest] Threshold capacity of knowledge and equality with God: We're 
certainly far below than God's and we would never reach his level 
 

[13th. Topics of Interest] Musings from the 5th dimensions: Selected writings with a carol 
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Definitions: 

                                                                       

Non-trivial – Those which proves to be of immense 

significance in constructing the mathematics asso-

ciated with physical laws thereby making it possi-

ble to reflect the less important trivial properties 

being distinguished and separated from them. 

                                                                

Axioms – The fundamental postulates that are true 

and will be true irrespective of changes in any 

physical laws provided the nature of that laws 

complies with the structure over which that 

axioms are constructed upon. 

Norms – The related properties, upon which the 

effects of any specified physical laws are para-

meterized, perturbed and interpreted. 

Scales – The degrees of measurements which ei-

ther constant as invariant or varies as variant 

related to those norms when it comes to distin-

guish the micro, macro and in-betweens.  

Symmetries – The notions of keeping something   

structured with some reference as to preserve it 

or in other case to break it depending upon the 

space, time and vacuas to be constructed along 

the way of theories. 

 

 

Maximum and minimum: 

10500 is the maximum given possibility for any 

instances to happen or exist at the dimensions. 

 

2 is the minimum limit to be considered upon as    

proposed by the principles of supersymmetry 

with +1 cancelling out -1 or vice versa.  
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A single mathematical formula in enough to make comparative and deductive analogy with critical 
reasoning of each aspect described above: 

 
 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle – ∆𝑈1 × ∆𝑈2 ≥
ℏ

2
     

 𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑒,  𝑈1 × 𝑈2 ≠ 𝑈2 × 𝑈1,  𝑈1 ⟹ 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 1,𝑈2 ⟹  

𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 2, ℏ =


2𝜋
. 

 
Explanations – Measurement of variable U1 would 
lead to a wrong measurement of variable U2 and 
measurement of variable U2 would lead to a wrong 
measurement of variable U1 which in the Heisen-
berg‟s original formulations treated as non-
commutable but here I have re-specified this into 
the analogy of being scale variance that is, not be-
ing there to suffice the measurements between mi-
cro and macro as regards to invariance thus por-
traying the scale difference between, rather typi-
cally a huge scale mismatch between general 
theory of relativity and quantum mechanics.  

 
Symmetries being concerned as – Symmetry, super-
symmetry (SUSY), symmetry breaking, supersym-
metry breaking. 

 
Dimensions – 10 spatial + 1 temporal as in M-
theory, 10 spatial + 2 temporal as in F-theory. 
Further complexity is not required in this paper. 
Scales of dimensions wheather being compactified, 
large or small as regards to extra dimensional na-
ture apart from 3 spatial + 1 temporal is not ap-
propriate for the analogy being taken here.  

 
Fundamental Forces – Electromagnetism (photons), 

strong nuclear (Gluons), weak nuclear  𝛽 − 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦 , 
gravitation (Graviton: spin 2, mass 0, obeying 
Bose-Einstein statistics – SUSY formalisms: Gravi-

tino: Spin 3/2, mass ≳ 0 obeying Fermi-Dirac sta-
tistics. 

 

Scale Mismatch – Gravitation being ∼ 1020 orders of 
magnitude smaller than the weak nuclear force re-
sults in “Hierarchy problem of particle physics”. 
Solutions stated: RS-1 and RS-2 models with flows 
between Planck – TeV Branes. 

 
 

Lie Group Analogy: 

 

  𝑈 1     𝑆𝑈 2    𝑆𝑈 3  ⊂ 𝑆𝑈 5 ⊂ 𝑆𝑂 10  ⊂ 𝐸 8   without gravitational forces. 
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Anthropic Principle  
Universe makes sense to them who are aware of her existence 
 
If consciousness is a subset of cognition, then philosophy is also the subset of physics; thus in 
a way these two are interrelated, not just from the perspectives of physics but to the whole as-
pects of physical laws, intertwined – interrelated – interwoven all through the matters of space 
through time both in visible and invisible norms. Defining philosophy as a mere source of ana-
lytical reasoning being deduced through perspectives of thinking is just a mere fallacy in our 
ideological evolutions. In the coherent perspectives of macro and micro, philosophy can tune up 
with mathematics giving birth to physics. Thus, going back a few centuries ago, physicists were 
termed as natural philosophers.  
 Summing up the consciousness in this way, its perhaps the Rene Descartes who first ac-
claimed the mind-body relationship through geometrical presentations. This, when evolved in 
the approaches of the human-animals analogy, then notions of the level – 3 consciousness be-
ing prominat through 3P‟s normalizing the evaluations of human minds far greater weighting 
than every creatures of this majestically crafted earth (noted: if not we take into considerations 
of other life – harboring extra - solar planets). Defining 3P‟s is, 
 

3𝑃′𝑠 =  
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛0−1

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛1−2

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛2−3

      

 

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔𝑡 ∶   0 − 1 ≫ 1 − 2 ≫ 2 − 3 ⟶ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑐 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑢𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. 

     

         This is more than enough to clarify the relative reflections of human minds as associated 

to level – 3 consciousness (note: not considering any specific scale as each is related to different 

interpretations). Hitherto with this: humans are the only species in planet earth who are capable 

of thinking their positions in this universe, they can think themselves as an entity existing in 

this particular dimensions thus perceiving space-time with the notion that there is more to find 

in this large unknown void of 97 × 1012  𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑡 𝑦𝑟𝑠.𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟  (excluding the unobservable 

parts). 

          If we think of a fish who is living in a tank, or perhaps in a ocean, does that capable of 

assuming their existence in this ocean let alone be this cosmos? Sufficing the negative to the 

question, that fish is totally unaware of its existence and universe is not unfolding herself to 

them; in other word universe is not existent according to them; universe is nothing – as they 

are incapable of calculating their existential coordinates relative to the universe. 

         Thus universe would make sense to them; only them who are capable of making them-

selves aware of their positions in this P – Branes (P here is 3). 

         Conjugative approaches of consciousness with existence gives birth to the most signifi-

cant assessment for the development of these transitive physical laws; our universe. 
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Pushing the boundaries  
Complexity of physical laws in unification 

 

Einstein spent his last 10 yrs. of his life in a futile effort of a unified theory. But, the quantum 

physics getting solidified slowly with the almost accurate relativistic principles, Einstein 

couldn‟t come up with any approaches for a unification schemes. This, mainly because; the 

most inflammatory methods of mathematical physics is still there to come up from the brains of 

brilliant minds. Almost every physicists; starting from very earlier when the idea is getting gen-

erated vaguely in the minds of physicists to the most modern ones, Veneziano‟s amplitude, 

Nambu – Goto actions, Calabi and Yau‟s conjectures, ideas are getting in shapes as to perceive 

the reality through a higher order dimensions with a much greater degrees of freedoms. Kaluza 

– Klein‟s analogy is there with the conjugation of gravity (here: momentum) with electromagnet-

ism in the 5th dimensions, there are still much more to account considering the laws of unifica-

tion schemes.  

          Starting with the Bosnonic string theory with the later addition of Fermions through su-

persymmetries, the 2nd string revolution is a benchmark in interrelating the 5 string theories 

with the 11 – dimensional SUGRA (as; supersymmetric gravity or supergravity).  The dualities 

being expressed are the T (Topological) and S (Strong – Weak) dualities. The 5 +1 theories with 

10 + 1 (𝑠 +  𝑡) dimensions are, 

 Type I 

 Type II – A 

 Type II – B 

 Heterotic SO (32) 

 Heterotic (E8 × E8) 

 And 11 – dimensional SUGRA 

 + 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑎𝑠 𝑃 –  𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑒 𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐 (𝑒𝑘𝑝𝑦𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑠) 

 

          Higher order dimensions being developed to reduce the coupling strengths but being 

hard to produce the necessary kinetic energy for bombardments, supersymmetry is a dream for 

every string theorists as this could only open the door of a concrete analogy for the existence of 

strings. 

          IR – UV models could then get in the way of reasoning between Quark – Gluon Plasma 

with Planck mass.   
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Abstract and no reliance on experiments  
Mathematics leads the way 

 

Questioning the properties of physical laws, aka, nature has always been there with the human 

thinking but the inflictions and rogue questioning are getting in the way through the progres-

sion of human civilizations through time in this space.  

           Asking questions with a much weighted leverage starts along the incubation of the cohe-

rent resources of quantum mechanics with relativistic norms. Humans have not totally aware 

of the fact that the more deeper questions being asked – the more stringent the nature becomes. 

This stringency perhaps come from the fact that, nature could in no way reveal her secrets to 

satisfy the inquisitive and hungry quench of human minds that they are reflecting through im-

aginations.  

         Thus, experiments could be made only when something is being discovered with a paral-

lel to any experiments supporting them, providing the existence and establishing the ground for 

the theories being hypothesized, conjectured, and developed. 

        When questions are getting intensified, its answers are naturally getting harder to com-

prehend, proclaiming the way of doing stuffs too harsh to believe. This abstractness is through 

the way of leading the inability to perform experiments; as what is beyond our capacity to com-

prehend, how can we put that into machines for some outputs? 

       Experiments can only be performed through materials and analogies with proper physical, 

analytical, critical, deductive and most importantly reasonable reasoning that can in some way 

be justified within the current machines (as per the current technological scales). 

       When the directions being arrowed to metaphysics with a high touch of futurisms; then the 

only tool that could make some sense to human thinking – is the mathematics. Implementing 

norms through imaginative approaches and getting them experiments are far in this scope of 

futuristic physics. 

      When nothing helps – then mathematics leads the away! Mathematics developed 100 years 

ago or more are getting proven today through measurements, observations and experiments. 

Thus whatever is there with us today, we have the most proficient tools to justify them in pa-

per; the mathematics. Who knows that with the further evolutions of technologies there could in 

principle opens up a way for performing an experiment summing up the ideas from all these 

present day mathematics in some 100 yrs. or more in future? 
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Scales and invariance  
General relativity and quantum theory 
 
Macro perspectives been aligned with general relativity, it always in some way or other ignores 
the quantum part but does it in essence? God might be playing dice – „might‟ I just added apart 
from it; its remarked by Einstein sarcastically for targeting quantum mechanics! Thus, the dice 
always being in a probability of falling through 1/6, its happening that God wont want such 
confusions. The richness of this remark although being portrayed in other ways, still; quantum 
world is a probability with something always tends to be existent in one place or the other, who 
would have thought that those superposition concord the mechanics of computing in a new ap-
proach via QBITS!  
 Quantum universe is for tiny beings, some tiny while others too tiny to be of Planck‟s 
scales where the constants itself are getting reduced to unitary for making sense. Proportions 
having a relative frames considering the references from one giant cosmic objects to others; 
probability paved the way of keeping physicists hooked in the quantum domains! Perhaps due 
to this strange but true quotes have born – Nobody understands quantum mechanics – those 
who are saying that they understood quantum mechanics haven’t understood at all! – nothing 
makes sense in this quantum universe! 
 That‟s being more than affirmative, makes perfect sense in their own ways departing 
hugely from each other‟s – quantum mechanics and general relativity! And this is killing the 
minds of today‟s physicists. The notions of making the two theories scale invariant. 
 Just like GR can‟t be easily scaled down from large to tiny, same as QM can‟t be scaled 
up from tiny to large. Thus forbidding physics to attain a TOE (theory of everything unifying all 
the 4 – fundamental forces of nature).  
 There are ways and places in the universe where both of the theories are playing their 
role in a conjugated way. And that portion is infinite! If might not make sense that why the 
congruence point of GR and QM be infinite (or infinitesimal – varies). Taking the Einstein –

Hilbert actions, from loop – (2) onwards in Γk⟼∞
(2)

 momentum while goes to infinity, large scale 

corrections are required as the theory is tending to be Ultraviolet! 
 Renormalization approaches are getting in terms by Λ − 𝑐𝑢𝑡 𝑜𝑓𝑓 schemes where the diver-
gences are gruesome to take into account. 
          Making the two theories scale invariant is the most signifying and prudent approaches 
the physicists have had taken and that‟s the origin of all the troubles in physics! 
           Like a hero, string theory moves forward to tackle this matter; norms are getting gener-
ated accompanied by computations and rigorous analogies with mathematics. Still string 
theory is an incomplete theory but who knows that at some point of distant time this invariance 
in scales would pave the way to solidify the notions of TOE! 
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String Theory x Schrodinger’s Cat – Credit: SnorgTees (background altered) 
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Enigma of Higher dimensions 
Being pervasive is being leaking 
 
Strings could be extended to higher dimensional objects called P – Branes where P stands for 
the number of dimensions, that Brane is made up of. It should be noted that any Branes which 
are there must be embedded in a Bulk. Boundary conditions being a crucial factors related to 
the Brane – String analogy where its mathematically satisfied, the end – points of strings could 
in principle rest in those Branes. Not all strings have end – points. Strings to be classified as: 

 Open strings – They have their end points on the Branes. 

 Closed strings – They being a closed band won‟t have any end points to rest on the 
Branes. 

 Infinitely stretched open strings – They are the D-1 Branes, quite heavier with one end 
there over any Branes but the other end is infinitely stretched away; so long that its im-
possible to comprehend what‟s there at those end points – thus not being known and 
concreting the fact of being that end without any rest points on Branes, they behave as 
magnetic monopoles.    

 
As the standard model of particle physics exists on the P – Branes ( P being 3), gravity as be-

ing not a part of it, they are closed strings freely floating from Branes of one dimensions to oth-
er dimensions. This can be best expressed by the analogy of the 2 – boundary conditions im-
posed in this scenarios: Dirichlet and Newmann boundary conditions. Gravity (or specifically 
graviton of spin (2), mass (0)) being a closed strings or bands has no such end points to rest on 
Branes, thus they‟re free and pervasive capable of making the inter – dimensional travels. Thus, 
graviton would be the best candidate to communicate our messages to some arbitrary entities 

living beyond the  𝑠 +  𝑡 =  3 +  1   dimensional world.  
Thus gravity being constant leaking in higher dimensional worlds, we find the force of gravi-

ty to be weaker around ~1020 orders of magnitude than the weak nuclear force (responsible for 

𝛽 − 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦𝑠). This gives rise to the famous hierarchy problem of particle physics. 
Photons are the open strings and hence are stuck in our 4 (3-s + 1-t) dimensional world. 

They just couldn‟t escape our P – Branes ( P = 3 here) and are there taking place in all the inte-
ractions of Electron – Position, QED through the fine structure constant, i.e. 1/137. 

Now, its safe to say that Why its so difficult to detect gravitons? Because as soon as they got 

produced, they quickly leaks awy or escapes to the higher dimensional world. 
Branes even plays a crucial part in the cyclic (ekpyrotic cosmology), where the radon fields 

between two Branes (two here is the number of parallel Branes and not any specific dimen-

sions; dimensions can be any provided they‟re ≥ 10 without considering any specific domains of 
superstring theories. That field weakens or strengthens leading to the movement of those two 
Branes and when they collides then the bang gives birth to a new universe and then those 
Branes moved away apart from each other whereupon they again comes closer and strikes gain 
making another bang. Thus the cyclic cosmological notion been established.  

Type II-B is a good theory fulfilling its own way of becoming both Topological and Strong – 
Weak dual to itself, thus got emerged to a new form in F – Theory where the space – time di-

mensions are being  𝑠 +  𝑡 =  10 +  2 . This 2 – time dimensions increases the mutual degrees 
of freedoms making the theory more fulfilling. And Type II-B contains both open and closed 
strings, the closed being the graviton is there in this theory.  
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Mathematical garbage or mathematical beauty 
The quest for learning what humans are not meant to 
 
Over-complexity of physical laws needed for unifications. And that won‟t come from any easy 
computations. Rigorously computed calculations encompassing variety domains of mathemat-
ics can only help us in achieving the results. And those results are not at all in any way mea-
surable or proved through experiments. Some theories are too advanced to implement technol-
ogically; thus those best remains in papers and softwares.  
 Norms required are so much abstract to formulate the computations supporting those 
claims and hypothesis of physicists that even mathematics that are existent now; proved in-
competent in some cases where the requirement of new mathematics arises, waiting to be dis-
covered. But, how would those be discoverable? As, 

 Algorithm needs to be developed to extend the present mathematics in a further goal-
oriented approach implementing through machines. 

 Few domains of mathematics needs to be amalgamated to produce something more ri-
gorous, more logical, more prominent, more explainable to attack, exploit and conquer 
those hidden mysteries of this universe. 

 Sometimes, some old conjectures could be proven which ultimately finds the way to get 
involved, implemented deducing the results of the strangeness of this vast and hidden 
coordinates of this physical nature. 

 
Things fell under destructive criticisms as and when few physicists raise their voices 

against the practical implementation of those mathematics through experiments. This is argu-
ably true that human minds can only be satisfied by viable results rather than strange yet prac-
tical computations. Then voices rose as if this can‟t be discovered or can‟t be seen by our eyes; 
this isn‟t in any way could be true? Is that all that suffices to be a logical conclusions? - ab-
stractness can only be seen when something gets far beyond the normal perceivable notions let 
alone be visualizations! Thus, seeking the entities responsible for the strangeness of natures, 
there could be nothing as the place of making experiments! 

Humans throughout the history first observes or what can‟t be observed imagined seeking 
the faint hints of any effects produced by those unseen. Then, they develop theory, chalks out 
calculations, implements deductions, normalize it, try to get rid of unwanted material by refin-
ing it, making it looking logical to arrive at some conclusions being suitable for performing ex-
periments, making the ground for something existent through the human civilizations without 
any destructive criticisms (here, few exceptions are not considered to make the approach simple 
and analytical). 

Now, its quite illogical to think that humans could go after any theories or hypothesized 
something, then performs an experiment to demonstrate it in front of his peers eyes. Nature is 
not so simple as considered in higher-physics. The more the questioning of human mind pene-
trates into the heart of physical laws – the more the nature shows her stringencies forbidding us 
to find the eternal mysteries being the creation, existence and parallelisms.  

Thus, this thinking should be normalized that, not everything that is going on in the minds 
of a physicist could be seen in laboratory! No. there are stuffs that can‟t be seen now, perhaps 
might be possible to perform an experiments based on them in some distant futures when hu-
mans have developed much that what they are today in terms of tools, technologies and evolu-
tion of thinking capacities. Like, theories and mathematics that have been given centuries ago; 
even beyond that are now getting observed in nature or being performed in laboratory. As stuffs 
couldn‟t be proved won‟t in anyway mean that they‟re wrong! They can be wrong but future 
generations will tell that, now, let the theories and mathematics be safe with physicists without 
any destructive criticisms. Who can tell that doing mathematics to find solutions of A might lead 
to find solutions of B in far future where B proved more valuable than A? 
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Causality and dependability 
Orthodox rules the world and its not always good though 
 
Teleological evidence suggests that effect could in principle be there before cause and this has 
been proven now. The timing anomaly between the apparent and absolute horizons of a black 
hole in Finkelstein coordinates which consuming a passing by stars is justifiable perfectly. Al-
so, the quantum eraser experiments and the resultant wave – particle dualities as seen from 
those experiments can in effect support the teleological evidence or evolutions. Thus, causality 
in principle can be inverted, given proper physical scenarios with related approaches. 
 Dependability could always not be there in causal approaches – like the effect is depend-
able over the temporal and spatial evolutions of the related cause, thus arising the first: cause, 
then: effect thoughts.  Dependability is also there in the difficulty of welcoming the new ideas 
giving intense support to the old pillars, showing ways after ways to keep the old pillars alive. 
This in particular is necessary throughout the application of physical laws, hence universality 
would be lost. Resulting, in the popping up of theories absurd in both logics and ideologies. 

But, that in any way, doesn‟t imply – we shouldn‟t welcome new ideas sometimes seeing its 
prudency. New thinking can in principle be achieve via three ways, 

 Modifying the old idea into a new one. 

 Rejecting the old idea and replacing it by a new one taking some portions of that old idea. 

 Developing an approach completely new to the whole scientific communities. 
 

Einstein when came up with his revolutionary thinking of the relative notions of space 
and time, although those two are conjugated by Herman Minkowski later on. Scientific com-
munities at that time were fully dependable of the rigid and absolute notions of space with time 
as an one way arrow which too is at the fixed pace, let alone be there any concepts to contract 

or expand the pace of temporal dimensions. Shattering the almost 200 years old idea, Einstein 
faced difficulties and protests as at that time physicist were not yet ready to overcome from the 
absolute norms and welcoming the relative norms. The world according to Newton is a stage 
where everything on it are actors playing their role in the fixed flow of time. 

Now, we can imagine that if Einstein wouldn‟t come up with the relativistic notions of 
space-times, then not only the universe would stay rigid but also every discovery would be fro-
zen in the eternal flows of time. Now, theories of Einstein and their vast solutions from other 
physicists along with modified theories, are coming up in flying colors in every observations and 
experiments. 

Going back to the reasoning of the previous topic – as its not possible for Einstein or his 
followers to prove every theory of him, notably, various aspects of general relativity: like time 
dilation, black holes, cosmological evolutions and many more, this probably concreted the 
grounds of the critics to go against his theory. But, some was definitely proven like the bending 
of light rays by Eddington via Mercury‟s perihelion.   

Apart from relativity, Einstein – Podolsky – Rosen provided the „EPR‟ paradox and Eins-
tein himself refereed it as ‘spooky action at a distance’ – the phenomenology of quantum entan-

glement. 
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‘One Hundred Authors Against Einstein’ was published in 1931. When asked to comment on 

this denunciation of relativity by so many scientists, Einstein replied that to defeat relativity 
one did not need the word of 100 scientists, just one fact. (Text courtesy: Britannica). 
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Blindfolding the nature  
Seeking alternatively with experiments from past and theories of present 
 
In this section I will try my best to draw some classifications of physics based on the different 
properties of physical laws they are going on with. The surprising fact is that, there will be two 
such topics which almost no one has ever heard of. This is due to the fact of orthodoxy and 
stubbornness of scientific minds to acknowledge and interpret them. if the topics are going 
smooth with violating the known laws, then that is the solidified physics. And if things which 
are not in any way obeying those known laws, then they are seen by experts (almost every-
one’s!) as conspiracy theories. Those stuffs got the burden of falling under the victim of con-
spiracy theories because – although every calculations are there alongside theories but they are 
ill-mannered and making no perfect sense in describing the physical laws. This being the victim 
– the entire blame could be given to the scientific community where they are not paying any 
head to make them properly explainable with mathematics. So, grouping them into Y – domains 
and X – domains; let‟s chalk out the very first differences. 
 

𝐷𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠 =

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

𝑌 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝑇𝑒 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑏𝑒 𝑏𝑜𝑡 
                                         𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠 𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑠 𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑒

                               𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠
                𝑎𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.

𝑋 − 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠, 𝐼𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛,   
                                   𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑤𝑖𝑡 𝑡𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 

          𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠.

  

 
 

𝒀 − 𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒔 𝑿 − 𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒔 
  

Mathematical Electrohydrodynamics 

Theoretical Semi-Quantum Kinetics 

Experimental Combinations 

Observational  
Computational  

Different combinations of the above branches  

 
 
 
𝒀 − 𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒔 − Every known laws of physics are considered here with few exceptions, that too being properly explained, 

considered in academias and research works. 

 

𝑿 − 𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒔 − Violates the known laws of physics, although experimentally concrete but neither further extrapolations 

are made from both being theories as well as experiments, censored and classified, treated as conspiracy theories (some-
times pseudoscience) and not considered in any academic purposes. 

 
 

𝑿 − 𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒔 𝒂𝒏𝒅 𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒊𝒓 𝒗𝒊𝒐𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                            Newton‟s laws of motions    Laws of Thermodynamics      Special and General Relativity 
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As I have already mentioned that nature gets very stringent in her cores which prohibits the re-
searchers to get to know the working properties of the inner and hidden physical laws, blind-
folding concept comes from the fact that, perhaps nature is aware of her laws and constraints, 
thus if those theories that are not complying with the physical laws of nature, rather in a way 
to violate them – if approached to find the inner workings, nature won‟t be able to distinguish 
those laws which would perhaps seem aliens to the natures mind, thus nature can be easily 
blindfolded, whereupon those theories bypass the natures mind, then returning to us with the 
reveling every aspects of the inner workings of the nature.  
 
𝑿 − 𝒅𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒊𝒏𝒔 mostly contains censored works, classified technologies, experiments, findings kept hidden from publics, 

patients patented by researchers, interviews, exchange of secret letters to colleagues, staffs of those who are involved in 
developing the theories and experiments.  

 
 
 
                            Electrohydrodynamics – Experimental Part       Semi – Quantum Kinetics – Theoretical Part 

 
                                                                                                 Anti – Gravity Phenomenology 

 
                                                                                                 Biefeld – Brown Effect 
 
                                                                                                 Hutchinson Effect 
 
                                                                                                 Alien Reproduction Vehicle 
 
                                                                                                 Searl – Effect Generators 

 
                                                                                                 Podkletov‟s Gravity Impulse Generator 
 
                                                                                                 Tesla‟s Censored Technologies and Experiments 

 
Microwave Phase Conjugation – Parametric amplifier –     

Spontaneous Energy Creation Mechanisms 
 

Propellant Less Motions – Perpetual Motions – Repulsive 
Gravity Effects 
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Sagan-Kardashev scales  
P vs. NP - Will artificial intelligence answer our questions 
 
Parting with the nature; thus being existent in this mother Earth, humans should try their best 
to escape from the 6th mass extinctions. Though being said, things are different when looked 
from the viewpoints of how much humans are capable of developing their technologies to pave 
the way for being an intelligent creature on this universe. Life is there or not, is a question of 
debate, paradox with the ultimate reasoning that, even if intelligent lifes are there somewhere 
in this universe – Then also, as long as we are able to witness them, no theory, mathematical 
formulations are sufficient to come into any conclusions.  

Now, almost all of readers would question their mind that – Why there is P vs. NP and ar-
tificial intelligence in the middle of discussions of a scales that parameterize the growth of a ci-
vilization. Scaling is of utmost interest in every bits of studies as moving through scaling senses 
the notion; that where we are standing right now in this majestic cosmos, thus, simply; we 
could in a way understand out weight in this universe. Thus comes the Sagan – Kardashev 
scales which models the present weights into 3 possible categories depending on their devel-
opment and progress as concerned with the relation to physical laws. The formula could be 
stated as, 

 

𝐾 =
log10 𝑃 − 6

10
 

 
With, 
 

𝐾 being the Kardashev rating of the civilization. 

𝑃 is the power being used in Watts. 
 

Our civilizations value is 0.73 using ~18 Terra Watt of power than standing between Type 
– 0 and Type – 1 civilizations. Initial studies have classified the potential levels of the civiliza-
tions into III – scales, 

 Planetary or Type – I civilization capable of harnessing all the available powers of the 
planet. 

 Stellar or Type – II civilization which are capable of using the energies of the solar sys-
tem. 

 Galactic or Type – III civilization capable of using the energy of the host universe. 
 

Thus, us being there in 0.73 still need to move through a long way for achieving the ultimate 
levels of the growth and advancement.  Some physicists have shown us to extend that scale to 
4 or even 5. Thus, its very normal to expect – If we try to find proofs of all conjectures – Hence 
making everything works and raises our scales faster and faster. This is not going to happen. 
As if we go back to 300 years before – in 1700; then we will see how much we have progressed, 
the same thing humans from 2300 would notice if they peered back in time. The time required 
to reach each successive scales are, 

 Type – I: ~300 years. 

 Type – II: ~1000 years. 

 Type – III: ~10,000 years. 
 
Considering the advancement of processing powers with the ability of computers to slowly mov-
ing in terms of, say, a large faction though, but still in that faction of human thinking – The ar-
tificial intelligence is carrying on its tasks. 
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Calculations and computations are getting easy with the advent of incorporating quantum me-
chanics in computer science, where Q-BITS are being used with Up – Down spin configurations 
to store memories analogues to 1 – 0 ways. Thus, superposition being an essence of quantum 
mechanics, calculating times are moving shorter with difficult ones become less challenging to 
compute.  

Still the biggest hindrance that the machines are facing – The inability to perform tasks 
that are incrementing exponentially rather than in a non-exponential or polynomial way. And 
the solutions of Polynomial vs. Non – Polynomial (P vs. NP) would bring a paradigm shift in the 
computational changes. 

Staying concerned with the fact that if we solved most of the problems on how to tackle 
things exponentially by going over nested loops and treating them in some clever tricks for the 
accomplishment of any tasks, we should have to see that whether or not the dependability of a 
machine to give orders to do any work exists or not. 
 

Although AI is still in its infancy but a point would come in the future where they would 
grow into so much of a computational proficiency that they could dream. They could neglect 
human orders. They could make more advanced machines along with their programming by 
their own, this leading to the doorway for hiding a singularity. Things that could happen as, 

 Just like we humans although evolved through chimps are no w caging chimps, making 
them tools for our studies- forgetting the fact that they once used to be our ancestors. 

 Hitting of a singularity or seed singularity, perhaps the technological singularity where 
intelligence are exploding from machines to machines – Caging us humans; forgetting the 
fact the concept of AI are from humans and without humans they couldn‟t be, what they 
have achieved.   
 

Just as every good thing comes at an expense which is opposite to that is called good, AI 
just won‟t come with any expenses; as such to destroy or caged the human species. Thus, 
needs have arises to see whether we humans can in any way divert the AI flow from the hard 
singularity, bypassing it and goes to a soft singularity by means of error – approximation terms 
as I have showed in this paper of Mine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Related References: 
 
Bhattacharjee, D., & Roy, S. S. (2021). Uncontrolled mutation of super-intelligent machines 

may lead to the destruction of humanity. IEEE TechRxiv. 

https://doi.org/10.36227/techrxiv.15081645 
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Relativistic notions  
The thrust of learning and hunger for knowledge 
 
The definitions of gravity as a force changes with time. In the initial discovery, its noting more 
than the force of attraction between bodies having masses. Galileo though much before stated 
that, concerning the masses in retrospect with the gravitational attraction could in principle be 
the same if the body is either of a more mass or less mass, as air resistance would play a non-
trivial part getting in way of the objects and attractions due to gravity. The experiment that, no-
tionally performed from the Leaning tower of Pisa, Italy was justified by Neil Armstrong when he 
dropped a hammer and a feather simultaneously with both hitting ground at the same time 
paving the Galileo‟s notion more concrete and significant.  
 Later days, gravity proved to be the geometry of the space-time. By geometry, the norms 
that being carried over by that force could in principle be different with changing curvatures. 
Thus, differential geometry kicks-in, metric space topology paved the way, deifformisms pre-
served through killing vector fields, isometries, conformal invariance and mappings taken over 

through 𝐴𝑑𝑆5 space-times satisfying the holographic principles got into the notions, all having 
an association to manifolds, curvatures that can be computable via Gaussian normal coordi-
nates. The Riemann tensors proved to be significant in deducing the metric tensors, analyzing 
curvatures, contracting through Ricci tensors, finally ending up in Ricci scalars. The connec-
tion coefficients or Christoffel symbols that got attached with the geodesics, parallel transports 
with the angular deviations from the initial and final vectors gives the degrees of curvatures. 
Tensor fields satisfied a much pervasive properties through covariant and contravariant indic-
es, that is, in essence combinations of various vectors. 
 Symplectic geometry through the relational significance between areas/volumes with an-
gles paved the paved for a much further deductions that when associated with aspects of diffe-
rential geometries through smooth manifolds, or cases of differentiable holomorphic domains, 
gives an enriching analogy of the frequencies, norms, symmetries, non-triviality, and the ac-
tions of gravity dependable on them via Riemann and conformal notions. Angles being pre-
served in conformal mappings, that when given into the AdS space-times, then the curvature 
and black holes outer-encompassing spatial properties in the 5-dimensions arrays the informa-
tion preserving theorem and black holes information loss paradox. Holographic theorems also 
arises from this analogies. 

 As regards to the curvatures, several properties have been analyzed, from the values of Ω 

to the Kretchmann scalars Κ, cosmological properties are derived as regards to the fate of the 
universes via FLRW metrics, the curvatures associated with the universes: intrinsic and extrin-
sic, through either Negative/Hyperbolic, Positive/Elliptical, and the trivial Zero/Euclidean cur-
vatures. Thus, any objects that got the properties of being curved, to say, the topological ball 
(more viable than spheres, as spheres in algebraic topology means something that is hollow in-
side) maintaining the most beautiful symmetries that is rotational and reflections, with the 
proof of natures tendency to acquire more spaces in expense of least energies, like, the round 
sphere, say, the topological ball always maintains a high volume in a least occupied surface 
areas, thus being most of the celestial objects taking the spherical shapes.  

E.C.G Sudarshan‟s discovery of Tachyons was in a way permissible to attain speeds 
greater than light violating the postulates of special relativity, can make sense when the oppo-
site geometry takes place through the motions associated with those Tachyons, as anything be-
ing hyperbolic would when moves over a convex hulled – elliptical/positively curved spaces 
then it rools over, slips down at the expense of the kinetic energies opposed to any celestial ob-
jects being positively curved warping spaces in hyperbolic geometry fields, which would comply 
with the mass – energy equivalence them of relative and gained kinetic energy while accelerat-
ing as opposed to those Tachyons which can in no way gain any energies, thus nothing can 
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stop its speed from crossing the stopped of the light – they are loosing momentums instead of 
gaining it. 

This could also comply with the notions of spontaneous symmetry breaking where par-

ticles are falling from false vacuum to true vacuum in the potential wall 𝑉 𝜙  getting in touch 
with the scalar Higgs field gaining masses. The lowest stage of the harmonic oscillator if com-
puted or hypothesized over the hyperbola of acting Higgs field, then this, when notions through 
the right – left, creation – annihilation properties of strings, the first stage productions are 

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑛 +  𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛. Thus, anything that lies beyond the potential wall could in no way come 
across the surround Higgs field and gains any masses. They, the negative or hyperbolic norms 
of their geometric is satisfied. 

    The happiest thought of Einstein, according to him, his thought experiment of particle 
in a box. This in modern days are satisfied with the relationship between gravity and accelera-
tions. Thus, anything with a high RPM can have an inert force of gravity, keeping all other pa-
rameters constant. Revolving in an orbit won‟t generate any gravitational force, but the centri-
fugal force that when diffused through the rotations, then the angular motions which in any 
common sense associated by accelerations, could in principle be the generating forces of gravity 
ti the object, that‟s being rotated. This, significantly gives other momenta like torques, preces-
sions, nutations.   

Any inquisitive mind would then question that, as light bends in presence of massive ob-
jects, as appeared in gravitational lensing effects can induce accelerations in lights, as light is 
also going or passing through a curved trajectories (here, not to be confuses with geodesics). To 

extrapolate this and to satisfy our minds that light can in no way attain any sorts of accelera-
tions thus resulting in its change in velocity, altering the definitions of the universal spped lim-
its, its necessary to do some basic tensorial calculations.  

Taking the 4-dimensions of our space-times and realizing the fact that photons being an 
open strings with its end point attached to the Dirichlet (P) – branes, P being 3 (3S + 1T), we 
need not to worry about higher dimensions here as gravity although can leak to 10 spatial di-
mensions being a closed string without any boundary attachments to Dirichlet (P) – Branes, P 

≥ 10, the coordinates in Euclidean analogy can be given by (providing the signature be either 

(−, +, +, +) 𝑜𝑟 (+,−,−,−) depending upon the speed of the particles in the light cone – timelike, 
lightlike or spacelike), 

 
 ∆𝑠 2 =  ∆𝑐𝑡 2 −  ∆𝑥 2 −  ∆𝑦 2 −  ∆𝑧 2 

Or, 
 

 ∆𝑠 2 = − ∆𝑐𝑡 2 +  ∆𝑥 2 +  ∆𝑦 2 +  ∆𝑧 2 
 
Can be written as a metric tensor over a manifold, giving an infinitesimal distances as (provided 
the metric here is actually a scalar), 
 

ℳ 𝑥 :𝑔𝜇𝜈 𝑑𝑥
𝜇𝑑𝑥𝜈  

          Or, 
 

ℳ 𝑥 :𝑔𝜇𝜈 𝑑𝑥𝜇𝑑𝑥𝜈  

 

                                    ∃ 𝑔𝜇𝜈 =
1

𝑔𝜇𝜈
 satisfying the reciprocal norms, ∀ ℳ 𝑥  

 
This can be expressed in matrix notations as, 
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+1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

 

4 ×4

       or          

−1 0 0 0
0 +1 0 0
0 0 +1 0
0 0 0 +1

 

4 ×4

 

 
 

Thus if the 4 coordinates that has been taken here for computations can be seen then, 

first is speed of light × time; second is x or length; third is y or breadth; fourth is z or height – 

then, as the manifold considered here ℳ taken over a parameterized space  𝑥 , as ℳ 𝑥  where 

the metric is playing, every dimension or coordinates 𝑥, 𝑦 , 𝑧 can be motioned by taking a vector 

which would suffices both the magnitude and dimensions, but in case of 𝑐𝑡, speed of the light is 
not alone, rather its there dependent with time being multiplied to it; thus light speed in coor-
dinate structure in non-existent alone but is dependent on time; implying that light is a pseudo 
- vector rather than a proper vector far from being expressed with all the definitions of a proper 
vector. But, the dependability of light with time being sepate can be seen through Lorentz 
transformations as, 
 

𝑡 ′ =
𝑡

 1 −   
𝑣
𝑐
 

2
 

 
‘c’ can be taken as unitary here to ease out calculations and is the formulae of time – dilation. 
 

Fitz – Gerald Lorentz contraction is associated to time – dilation as anything going close 
to the speed of light shrinks from the observers‟ perspectives or stationary reference frames. 
However, in recent times this analogy got modified to a rotation apart from shrinking as Terrell 
– Penrose rotations 

Further assessment of the gravity in string theory supported by supersymmetry (Q – 
symmetry) as in 11-dimensional SUGRA (supersymmetric strings) can exist as a graviton being 
a Boson with a SUSY partner gravitino being a Fermion. The relation between Bose – Einstein 
statistics with Dirac – Fermi statistics can be satisfied to every particles and not only to the 
closed string gravitons, as in case of the U(1) gauge Bosons, photon being a Boson is accompa-
nied by photino being a Fermions. The spin – quantum number difference between particles of 
Bosons with particles of fermions are integer and half – integer spins. All this extended symme-
tries or supersymmetries are developed to make corrections in the cosmological constant prob-

lem (in Λ at LHS of Einstein field equations or in the ΛCDM – cold dark matter models) where 

the +/− cancellations are the key tools in our understanding of the cosmological constant prob-
lems, also giving a hint that there are strings at trhe far end of the UV – limits. 

String vibrations can take place through the 3-genus of the Calabi – Yau manifolds 

which are in essence the complex K𝑎 hler manifolds having vanishing Ricci curvatures. CY – 
manifolds or CY – 4 folds as appeared in F – Theory of Type II – B strings that are both T and S 
(Topological and Strong – Weak) duals to itself forms the Conifold singularities which are the 
compactified extra 6 – spatial dimensions accompanied with an anti – D Branes at one end with 
the other end extending to infinity satisfying the flows between Planck to TeV Branes solving 
soimewhat the hierarchy problem of the particle physics with gravity being smaller, arising 

from the ~1020 orders of magnitude  from the weak nuclear force (responsible for 𝛽 − 𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦) as 
given by Randall – Sundrum (1) and Randall – Sundrum (2) models after Lisa Randall and Ra-
man Sundrum. 

More modified analogy of gravity intertwined in spin – form networks through the granu-
lar space – times could be found in LQG (Loop Quantum Gravity). 
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Both of the image depicts the notion of strings. Second image - The Tangent Side by 
Doug Terhune (Juzek89 (Courtesy: https://cr4.globalspec.com/blogentry/22383/The-Tangent-
Side-String-Theory-Conclusion) 

 
 

 

https://cr4.globalspec.com/blogentry/22383/The-Tangent-Side-String-Theory-Conclusion
https://cr4.globalspec.com/blogentry/22383/The-Tangent-Side-String-Theory-Conclusion
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Decisions, conclusions and summaries 
To know is to know as a conjecture not as a proof 
 
Dependability produces the constant passion which gets tenacious only something is sprouting 
even if its at the stage of vague infancy. Normalizing those theories with the maximum happen-
ing probability aka, 1 will in no way take place if the ideas behind those studies are far - futu-
ristic. The intuitive capacity along with cognitive intelligence of fellow humans is well woven in-
to the workings of the nature – I‟m not saying about those humans have a proper blue book of 
physical laws; rather they can in one way or other ascertain the fact that, 

 Discoveries which are within the scope of humans to attain experimental reliability. 

 Discoveries which are still not yet into the circumference of the technological goods thus, 
will remain as a conjecture to be proven later – perhaps centuries later or might get dis-
proved. 

 
Thus, emanating from this specific thought process, physicists and mathematicians have 

gone rogue in deploying all of their intelligent tools to predict or extend or foresee what‟s there 
at the other infinite end. This is the only door for the scientific progression through increment 
in scales of civilizations. To note: anything which has had been conjectured, in one way or the 
other, either through realistic experiments or through mathematics paved the way to be the 
successor of past ideas, that too orthodox enough to reject the modern fundamentality as re-
gards to unifications. 

Initiating from the electron – positron annihilations through the fine structure constant 
1/137 to the regime of Planck‟s mass is quite a big deal of absurdity in ambitious human 
minds if not to be taken otherwise as such. 

Sometimes, we need to check the UV regime to smash infinity while many a times, we‟re 
working on conjectures to look through the UV regime from the eagle eyes of physicists. doubt-
ing the conjectures, dismissing it as unrealistic without any norms of physical laws should re-
ally halter progressions. If we won‟t think today – then our descendent will not get the vague 
perspectives of what they are actually going to prove. 

  
 

Classifying into 2 aspects as the weighted proportions from A to B, such that A is most impor-
tant and easy to prove or satisfy, than B is, 
 
  

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

        (A)                                                                                                                              (B)                                   
 

𝚲 − cutoff / Renormalization                                                                                  
Things to worry,                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 End is not perceivable. 

 Abrupt stopping. 

 What’s there hidden  

beyond 𝚲 − cutoff? 

 Are some valuable  

Information 
washing way by this schemes? 

Conjectures to be proven in future? 

Things to satisfy us, 

 Analogy is much futuristic. 

 This will yield results in fu-

ture. 

 Extrapolations to extend the 

present conjecture to a far-

sighted one with new norms. 

 

        If possible? 
 

 Blindfolding the nature. 

 (X+Y) conjugated domains 

 AI takeover with machines 

to solve. 

 Conjecture may shift to 

prove something else not 
been conjectured for. 
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Threshold capacity of knowledge and equality with God 
We're certainly far below than God's and we would never reach his level 
 
Unbounded norms of knowledge would create the limitless imagination emphasizing with pro-
foundness the common grounds of reasoning alongside those norms which are so dense that 
even normal axioms of existing mathematics failed to answer them. Thus, the requirement aris-
es as to make the solutions based on crude reasoning or on focus with the parallel analogy of 
common perspectives that are there already being implemented in academia. 
 The proportionality between acquirement of knowledge and proceedings of the array of 
time direct, thus giving every humans on this universe the intuition – Things that are not yet 
been discovered would be discovered in future. Thus, it might not be discovered the way it 
stated, although in most cases discovery is made based on the initial or firsthand works. In 
some cases researches to be modified to attain the required requisites for making a discovery. 
Profound analogy with reasoning would always leads the way, but if the things that are in the 
horizons have been procured by human brains, then needs developed to go beyond that and 
thus the abstractness initiates resulting the experiment to be cutoff completely replying on stiff 
mathematics and deductions to make a way. 
 However, their lies a fallacy and this should be noted that, how deep we might try to pe-
netrate nature for arriving conclusions; nature would also get stringent forbidding us to acquire 
the knowledge that we want realizing that those are beyond our domains. 
 Making the reader blurred with philosophy is not the aim of this paper but it should be 
taken into mind that – nature being pervasive, we humans are doing everything to get the in-
formation hidden deep inside the minds to nature and tried to make conclusions from those 
physical laws. 
 Nature being the admirer of doing the requisites for maintain the universe stable - ex-
penses least energy while doing the expensive tasks, maintaining symmetries, justifying norms 
and thus stabilizes this universe from micro, macro and coherent amalgamation of micro – ma-
cro domains. Humans with unbounded inquisitiveness if get to know every analytics, construc-
tions, creation mechanisms, destruction and rebirthing – there in general no such differences 
existent between humans and natures. 
 Therefore, explanations got rigid and rigorous, mathematics loses its way trying to com-
prehend the most formidable aspects of physical laws: Scientists have been trying with their 
heart and soul to incorporate that specific key in their minds to do, 

 Either developing a conjecture to be proven afterwards. 

 Or, taking the alternative root to blindfold the nature and bypass the hindrances of the 
associated physical laws to commemorate ideas and thinks that once being developed 
from fictions got in the way of sciences accompanied by appropriately crafted logical rea-
soning. 
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Musings from the 5th dimensions 
Selected writing with a carol 
 
 
Interstellar: As Perceived Through my eyes 

 
Maxwell’s Equations In Warsaw: My own words of Interpretations 

 

Einstein To Curie: "Highly esteemed Mrs. Curie… 

Tagore Speaks with Einstein: Life, Philosophy and Truth 

 

When Feynman Speaks: The World Listens 

 

Tardigrades: And the Dawn of Astrobiology 

 

Alice: In Wonderland or Numberland 

 

Weinberg Writes: On Quantum Mechanics 

 
Gods and Vedas: My Interpretations 

 

Hawking: Through his ages 

Biggest Crossover: When Cat Boxed Schr
𝝏𝟐𝒐

𝝏𝒕𝟐
dinger 

 
Symmetries When Goes Like: C(charge) P(Parity) and T(Time)  
 
Queen Dido: And The Origin Of Topology 
 
Satyendra Nath Bose: Bosons, Dirac and Einstein 
 
Unmatched Legacies: Hence Tesla 
 
When Legends Crossed Paths: Feynman And Dirac 
 
Myths, Sayings and Fallacies: Einstein 
 
Philosophy and Infinity: Standing on The Shoulders of Giants 
 
The fight that never actually happened: Newton, Einstein and Gravity 
 
Notebooks and Radioactivity: Marie Curie 
 
The Lady Who Sets Out In a Relative Way: Arthur Buller on Special Relativity 
 
Legends Remarked and I Listened: Sometimes Said a Few 
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Interstellar 
As Perceived Through my eyes

𝑓(𝑟, 𝑡)
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Maxwell's Equations In Warsaw 

My own words of Interpretations 
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Einstein To Curie 

"Highly esteemed Mrs. Curie… 
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Tagore Speaks with Einstein 

Life, Philosophy and Truth 
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When Feynman Speaks 

The World Listens 
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Tardigrades 

And the Dawn of Astrobiology 
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Alice  

In Wonderland or Numberland  
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Weinberg Writes  

On Quantum Mechanics 
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My Interpretations 
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Biggest Crossover 

When Cat Boxed Schr
𝝏𝟐𝒐

𝝏𝒕𝟐
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Symmetries When Goes Like 
C(charge) P(Parity) and T(Time)  
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Queen Dido 
And The Origin of Topology 
 

 

2𝑎𝑏 ≤  𝑎² +  𝑏² 𝑎² + 𝑏²
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Satyendra Nath Bose 
Bosons, Dirac and Einstein 
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Satyendra Nath Bose. Picture shared to me by Professor. Mahmud Khan from his collections. 
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Letter dated Oct 4 1952 from Albert Einstein to SatyendraNath Bose.  
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Unmatched Legacies 
Hence Tesla 
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When Legends Crossed Paths 
Feynman And Dirac 
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Myths, Sayings and Fallacies 
Einstein 
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Philosophy and Infinity 
Standing on The Shoulders of Giants 
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The fight that never actually happened 
Newton, Einstein and Gravity 
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Notebooks and Radioactivity 
Marie Curie 
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The Lady Who Sets Out In a Relative Way 
Arthur Buller on Special Relativity 
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Legends Remarked and I Listened 
Sometimes Said a Few 
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